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contempora
Furniture for an ambience worth living in
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“ When the eyes lose their sharpness,

the powers of understanding begin

to increase their focus.”

Plato

By the year 2030 every third person in Central Europe will be over 60 years of

age – a development that can already be observed today. As life span increases,

society is seeing a change in values, one that offers new and exciting challenges.

In order to do justice to the culture of the elderly we have to recognise and accept

challenges. This is the only way how we can successfully raise the quality of living

of older and especially care-needy people up to a higher level. Let’s then concen-

trate on what is essential and do our part to help create a new care culture under

a new paradigm. For we will only achieve our goals if we make humanity the focal

point of both how we interact with elderly and infirm people and how we design

care and nursing facilities for the elderly.
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“ Each generation

smirks about its fathers,

laughs about its grandfathers

and admires its

great-grandfathers.”

Somerset Maugham  

For residents requiring care, the third phase of life holds many changes, ones that

often are accompanied by a new type of consciousness. This can find expression

in one’s personal environment, in a more intense way of experiencing friendship or

an increased appreciation of a pleasant environment that offers individual comfort.

wissner-bosserhoff is pursuing a clearly defined objective: to support the wishes

and needs of people under regular care with innovative and functional products. 

In cooperation with sieger design, the company has now developed contempora

H10, the home-like care bed for increased quality of life and comfort. We take great

care to be able to provide furniture of the highest functionality that meets the

demands of everyday living. At the same time, these products embody the high 

quality and sophisticated design for which sieger design is known. An homage to all

the elderly individuals who have been willing to share their experiences and their

style with us.



contempora H10
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“It takes a long time before
you become young.”

Pablo Picasso

contempora H10

Its bold lines and matching aesthetics allow the

contempora H10 care bed to fit in harmoniously with 

a classic living environment. Its high-quality detail is 

particularly noticeable, in, for example, appealingly-shaped

head and foot boards with rounded bars. The matching

bedside cabinet SD 2 in cherry complements the care

bed, rounding it out into a home-like unit providing

individual comfort to meet the occupant’s needs.

01

02

03

Previous page contempora
H10 care bed and bedside
cabinet SD 2, cherry.
01 The head board H enables
the use of a homely plaid in
padded look.
02 The divided side protections
lock together firmly for gapless
security.
03 The handrail provide a
homely touch and safety on
all sides of the bed.
Right side The side protections,
extendable in four positions 
by up to 40 cm, provide 
individualised safety and 
maximum freedom of motion.



contempora L10
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Previous page Care bed
contempora L10 with low foot
board and bedside cabinet SD 3,
maple.
01 The divided side protections
give the resident support when
getting out of bed, facilitating
unaided mobility.
02 The low foot board provides
an additional homely comfort
and greater freedom of move-
ment. In combination with 
automated comfort sit-up
mechanism it allows exiting 
the bed from the foot end.
Right side Innovative elevation
technology that is hidden at
first look. With slender lifting
column covers and the easyclick
braking system.

“Everyone wants to grow old,
but nobody wants to be old.”

Arthur Schopenhauer

contempora L10

contempora L10 complements the light, fresh atmosphere 

of well-lit room with its straight lines and lack of flourish. The 

matching bedside cabinet SD 3 in maple lends the environment

a rich and harmonious look. contempora care beds are functional

and yet design-orientated. Thus the innovative elevation techno-

logy, in keeping with style considerations, is modestly concealed

within a slender lifting column cover. contempora L 10 is also

loved for the many practical advantages it offers such as easier

getting into/out of bed with its 36 cm minimum height setting.

The 40 cm height adjustment range makes working with the 

bed especially easy on the back.

01

02



contempora M09
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“No one loves life more than
a person who is growing old.”

Lucius Annaeus Seneca

contempora M09

Unadorned and contemporary, the contempora M09 care bed

most reflects a modern living ambience. The contempora line

of bedside cabinets also comes in the attractive wood tone

beech 01. The awarded extending bedside table makes everyday

life simpler for both residents and care staff. Its one-hand

operation allows the bedside table to be easily folded out so

that food trays no longer have to be put down.

Previous page contempora M09
care bed and Vivo E2 bedside
cabinet, beech 01.
01 Be on the safe side: continuous
side rails railings activated by
convenient pistol grip controller.
02 Indirect lighting – The night light
function aids residents in getting their
bearings, even when the hour is late.
03 Convenient: The bedside cabinet
SD3 with integrated extending
bedside table.
Right side The bedside cabinet SD2
without bedside table. In combination
with a server, this variation is a 
solution that is both economic 
and individually usable.

01 02

03



*cf. Expert standard Fall Prophylaxis (Prevention) dated Feb. 2005, Chap. 2.6.2.7., p. 71/72 Information can be obtained at www.dnqp.de   **Federal Institute for Drugs and Medical Products, Berlin 1918

care bed contempora
Safety. Comfort. Functionality.

02 Hand control
contempora beds are known for their easy operation:
• simple, ergonomic hand control
• Hand control and locking mechanism in one
• Automatic comfort sitting position
• Automated circulation support for residents with

vein disease and prevention of decubitus
as per Fowler (30° semi Fowler position)

03 Comfort bedding area
contempora beds stand for comfort and
healthy lying:
• comfort spring technology for better

soft-resting effect
• Orientation zone to support sitting and sleeping
• Double retraction of backrest (11 cm)

and leg rest (6 cm) for prophylaxis decubitus
• Free choice of mattress
• Removable partitions allow easy cleaning
• Optimal mattress airing

06 Height adjustment 
For care comfort and greater utility:
• Lowest position: 36 cm for easy getting

in/out of bed
• Height adjustment: 40 cm in 18 seconds 

07 Elevation technology
Innovative elevation technology represents
improvement and added value:
• 36 -76 cm height adjustment range
• 200 kg safety work load
• Adapted for all lifters
• Free foot space for easier caregiving

01 Side protections
This innovative safety concept provides major advantages:
• Gapless security
• Can be used as an aid for mobilisation and getting up
• Fall prevention in accordance with the 

“expert standard Fall Prophylaxis*“ is possible
• Adjusts to four height levels
• Accommodates mattresses up to 18 cm

in height for preventing decubitus
• Secure locking mechanisms in accordance with German Federal 

Institute of Drugs and Medical Devices (BfArM)**
• Alternatively continuous side protections are available

05 Night light 
An optional night light can be integrated:
• Easy orientation at night
• More safety for the resident
• Easy power supply control

04 Easy-click brake 
The easy-click system for secure braking:
• Braking and rolling independent of power supply
• Easy-on-the-back operation at any incline height
• No time-consuming adjustment into the lowest 

position necessary

GOOD DESIGN
AWARD 2005

Design Award 
2006

Safety: The Quality and Safety management works in 
accordance with the regulations DIN EN ISO 9001:2008 
and DIN EN ISO 13485:2003 + AC:2007, our beds carry 
the CE mark. 3 year factory guarantee. Made in Germany

Our recommendation:
“Expert standard fall Prophylaxis“ (cf. Expert standard fall
Prophylaxis (Prevention) dated Feb. 2005, Chap. 2.6.2.7.,
p. 71/72, Information can be found at www.dnqp.de)
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secure side railings mobility

The security concept of contempora beds meets the complete
range of needs of both residents and nursing staff. The large
variety of adjustment options they offer is a major feature,
allowing bed security to be adapted flexibly, quickly and as
desired to the situation at hand. In their highest position the
two sections of the side protections lock together so tightly

that they are every bit as secure as a one-piece full side rail.
This makes contempora H10 suitable for any care level 
including use with restraining belts. In its fourth extension 
position contempora H10 is also suited for use with special
mattresses of up to 18 cm in height. Of course, this care bed 
is also available upon request with one-piece full side rail.

Easy click brake The
easy-to-reach brake is great
for its easy-on-the-back
operability and absolute
dependability. Easy click
provides a large degree of
comfort in moving and
braking without depending
on a power supply.

Lifting column covers
This new elevation techno-
logy is hidden inside a 
slender lifting column cover.
The lowest position of the
bed at 36 cm makes 
getting out easier and
facilitates transfer into and
out of transport chairs.
Unoccupied, the height
adjustment range of
40 cm is reached within 
18 seconds. The bedding
area elevates up to a 
height of 76 cm, making it
extremely easy on the
back. The stepless height
adjustment can be adapted
to the body height of
individual care staff.

Left The bed is movable
in any position, allowing
great mobility and time
savings.
Right contempora with
electric braking mechanism
is only movable in the
lowest position.

Secure load capacity
The bed guarantees stable
security with loads of up
to 200 kg.

Comfort Position 1: 
with the side protections 
in their original position, 
the contempora bed looks
very homely.

Bearing Position 2:
the side protections 
help residents get their 
bearings.

Freedom of move
Position 3 at head: this
partial position of side 
safety railings provides
safety without overly
limiting freedom of move.

Security with 12 cm 
high mattresses
Position 3: for safety
without any gaps when
using 12 cm mattresses.

Security with 18 cm
mattresses Position 4:
even with the use of 
mattresses as high as 
18 cm, complete safety 
is assured.

When you need mobility, contempora care beds are excellent for
their manifold practical advantages. As the beds are movable in
any reclining position, no extra trouble is necessary to lower the
back support to a flat position. Alongside flexible and spontaneous
mobility, the adjustable lifting columns also make work easier: no
extra space is required even in pivoted positions. The integrated
synchro-function provides for a horizontal reclining surface even
with uneven load distribution.

Innovation
Version 10

Tradition
Version 09

36-76cm



Double retraction –
17 cm more space in the bed for the 
auto contour and comfort seating position

6 cm 11 cm
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bedding areas
for triple decubitus propylaxis

2
1

3

Double retraction Double
retraction of back (11 cm)
and leg rests (6 cm) 
decreases pressure on the
abdomen area, lowering
friction and shearing. Risk
of decubitus is reduced.

Left: Aero – The interlaced
wire frame provides for
good airing.
Right: Easyclean – the
ABC covers are especially
easy to clean.

Free choice of mattress
The system allows effective
use of all foam and air cell
systems on the market
up to 18 cm in height.

Comfort spring The comfort
spring technology provides
an extra soft resting effect
and comfortable reclining –
with 12 cm mattresses
as well. Harder spring 
elements along the edge
areas create an orientation
zone for sitting and sleeping.

Comfort – The comfortable
bedding area with its excellent
soft resting qualities provides
effective prevention of 
decubitus. The bedding area
partitions are removable for
easy cleaning.

Many residents are forced to spend a large part of their time
in bed. Having the proper, comfortable position is of great
importance to best promote the residents health. contempora
beds offer bedding areas built to provide effective prevention
of decubitus. At the same time, nursing staff benefit from the
system’s easy cleaning.

Standard bedding area

22



Automatic comfort seating
The automatic comfort seating
moves the bed to the preset
sitting position: convenient for
watching television or reading,
for eating or communicating 
at eye level. Mobilisation 
using the lifter is effectively
supported in this position. In
addition this position makes
breathing easier, as well as
digestion. The double retraction
in addition provides a relief 
of pressure in the sacral area.

Automatic prevention
supports decongestion with
venous diseases and at the
same time encourages bed-
sore prevention. Through the
Fowler-30°-position with the
knees raised there is less risk
of bedsores. This is achieved
through a slightly lowered
head position combined with
raising the calves, to relieve
strain on the heels and joints
(e.g. with a cushion placed
under the calves). (More
information can be found at:
www.decubitus.be)

2. Fowler-30°-Position
for bedsore prevention, based on scientific 
findings (cf. www.decubitus.be)

1. Mobilisation
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It is especially when your mobility is decreased that it is 
important to be able to rely on dependable technology. That is 
why contempora beds are equipped so as to provide the highest
possible degree of comfort and mobility even for bed-confined
residents. Nursing staff also benefit from this, as pre-programmed
adjustment functions and caregiver-friendly bed positions make
personalised and safe care of residents substantially easier.

storage and mobility
Top left Easy bed entry
at 36 cm minimum height
setting.
Top right Ample space 
for medically correct 
120° positioning, side 
protections for support 
and getting bearings.
Bottom left contempora
supports the effective
rope-ladder mobilisation
technique.
Bottom right Partial side
protections allow easy exit
from bed.

Easy-care bed adjust-
ment The automated
functions pre-programmed
inside the hand control
are easy to set.

Simplicity and safety
The hand control’s
advantages:
• Ergonomic design 

prevents unintentional
button activation

• 5 selection keys and
2 activation buttons,
with LED display of the
function activated

• 3 selection keys are
provided for the resident

• 2-in-1 security package:
hand control and locking
mechanism in one

• Non-magnet key for
setting in locked, 
resident or care mode

Automatic comfort
seating

Automatic prevention 

Reset function After
selecting comfort seating 
or automatic prevention,
followed by a downward
movement, all lying 
position adjustments are
automatically returned to 
the zero position.
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bedside cabinet and server

The bedside cabinets SD2 and SD3 complete the homely ambience.
Their rounded-off corners complement a look that is elegant
and modern. The aluminium grips make it easier for residents
to open drawers and compartments. A built-in bottle holder also
provides for improved handling and organisation.

Classy design with 
rounded-off corners, 
aluminium grips and 
glass top plate (optional).
End-to-end aluminium
grips allow effortless 
pulling out of drawer 
and compartment.
Compartments instead 
of doors: both compart-
ments are easy to reach
from the bed and offer 
lots of storage space.

The bedside cabinet SD3
is also available with a 
builtin extending bedside
table.

Convenient for nursing
staff: the extending bedside
table, a two-time award-
winner for its modern
design, is especially easy
to position with one hand.
The extending bedside
table, including height and
swivel position, can be 
adjusted without having to
set down the tray. Another
plus point: the resident can
easily put the bed table in
the desired position from
bed without assistance.

Combining the contempora
SD2 or vivo E2 bedside
cabinet with the stylo S3
server is economical as it
allows both products to be
used independently – even
in separate rooms. The
serving stand can be put in
park position behind the
bedside cabinet SD2 (E2)
to save space when not in
use.

The U-shaped stylo S3
rolling server stand frame
can be used in combination
with armrest chairs, trans-
port chairs and wheelchairs.
The server stand can also
replace as a table.
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product overview

Side safety protections Head and foot boards Moving and braking

Night light (Option)

Bedding area
systems

Bedside cabinet and server

10 divided side guard, seamless*
L 208 cm, W 99 cm, H 37 cm (up to patient surface)

09 one-piece full side rail
L 208 cm, W 99 cm, H 37 cm (up to patient surface)

Q

H

10-0338 Can be moved and brake set in any incline position

Komfort

Easy

Aero
10-0273 Server stylo S3 
for combining with bedside cabinet
without integrated bedside table system

10-0337 Can be moved and brake set in lowest position

LED light under bed helps get night-time bearings

10-0339 Bedside cabinet SD2 10-0340 Bedside cabinet SD3
Glass top plate (optional) with integrated extending bedside 

table glass top plate (optional)

10-0324 Bedside cabinet 10-0283 Bedside cabinet vivo E3
vivo E2 with integrated extending bedside table

Options

Linen holder

Bed extension type A 
side guard 10  

Horizontal wall stopper castors 

Bed extension type B
side guard 10
(also for side guard 09, 
not illustrated)

M

* Safe use of patient restraint systems possible in accordance 
with the BfArM (Federal Institute for Drugs and Medical Devices)



decors

Some illustrated decors available at extra charge.
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Concept and Design
sieger design

Print
msp druck und medien

Edition
04/2010, Rev.6, Art.-Nr.: 97-0241

wissner-bosserhoff

Minor colour variations possible.
Technical adaptations reserved.

K02 Cherry R 5360 A03 Maple R 5184B01 Beech, tinted R 5313 B00 Natural beech R 5320

E04 Alder, golden red R 4601 R 5447 CacaoN05 Walnut R 4801 R 5681 Havana cherry



wissner-bosserhoff GmbH
Hauptstraße 4-6
D-58739 Wickede (Ruhr)
Phone:+49 (0) 23 77/784-0
Fax: +49 (0) 23 77/784-163
E-Mail: info@wi-bo.de

www.wi-bo.de

Made in Germany

Furniture for an ambience worth living in


